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	Simplified Facial Rejuvenation is divided into sections that include anatomy and anesthesia, classifications, dermatologic procedures, suture lifts, surgical variations of the face, surgical variations of the eyes, brow, neck, lips, nose ear, and scalp, and medical legal aspects. The book presents multiple variations of suture lift procedures to allow the physician to decide which is best. Unique surgical procedures of the face are presented, many of which are techniques of minimal incision facelift. The book brings together the more popular procedures for patients that include simpler methods of facial rejuvenation with less pain, shorter recovery time, lower cost, and fewer complications.
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Advances in Cryptology -- CRYPTO 2011: 31st Annual Cryptology Conference, Santa BarbaraSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 31st Annual International Cryptology Conference, CRYPTO 2011, held in Santa Barbara, CA, USA in August 2011. The 42 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 230 submissions. The volume also contains the abstract of one invited talk. The papers are organized...
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Evolvable Hardware (Genetic and Evolutionary Computation)Springer, 2006
Evolvable hardware (EHW) refers to hardware whose architecture/structure and functions change dynamically and autonomously in order to improve its performance in carrying out tasks. The emergence of this field has been profoundly influenced by the progress in reconfigurable hardware and evolutionary computation. Traditional hardware can be...
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Women in Biotechnology: Creating InterfacesSpringer, 2008


	Biotechnologies, such as genetic engineering, cloning and biodiversity, raise many

	legal and ethical concerns, so it is important that people understand these issues and

	feel able to express their opinions. This is why the European Commission has been,

	for a number of years, supporting actions to improve communication among...
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Oracle8i: The Complete Reference (Book/CD-ROM Package)McGraw-Hill, 2000
The Official Resource on Oracle's E-Business-Enabled Database Solution. 

Master all the powerful features of Oracle8i--the most complete and comprehensive platform for building and deploying Internet and enterprise applications. Written by best-selling Oracle author, Kevin Loney, and a former senior vice president of Oracle...
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The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Black HolesLucent Books, 2003
"The science is accurate, and the story is well told in terms of both presenting the history of the investigation of black holes and providing some insights into the scientists themselves.  The illustrations placed throughout the volume help readers understand the intricacies associated with these strange phenomena...A glossary and three...
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Hardening Windows, Second EditionApress, 2005
Hardening is the process of protecting a system against unknown threats.  System administrators harden against that which they think could be a threat. Administrators know the Internet is a hostile environment. Although they can't tell, for example, that a hacker will attempt to gain access to the SQL server next Tuesday, they can bet...
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